FOR THE PROFESSOR

SAH Archipedia, an open-access, online educational resource focusing on the history of the U.S. built environment, is a collaborative project of two internationally recognized scholarly organizations, the Society of Architectural Historians (SAH) and the University of Virginia Press (UVA Press). With its thematic and regional essays, over 20,000 building entries, and bibliographies, SAH Archipedia is a scholarly resource that can be used in a variety of ways to teach about the built environment. It can also be used as a model for developing interpretive and analytical building histories with descriptive text, appropriate citations, photographs, and accompanying metadata. Using the materials provided (the Building Entry Template and Student Instruction Manual), professors can assign students entries to research and write.

Through SAH Archipedia, SAH and UVA Press promote excellence in research, interpretation, and publishing about buildings, landscapes, and urbanism. Lead funding for SAH Archipedia has been provided by the National Endowment for the Humanities, the Graham Foundation for Advanced Studies in the Fine Arts, and the Andrew W. Mellon Foundation.

DETAILS ABOUT PUBLICATION

SAH Archipedia is a scholarly resource and all published materials have undergone rigorous peer review and editing. There is no guarantee that student work will be published, and we have a limited editorial staff to review unsolicited material. If the professor feels student materials are of a high enough quality to be considered for publication, the professor may submit the entries to us. We request that professors complete their own review and editing of entries prior to submission.

Any entries submitted for consideration must also be accompanied by high-resolution images. Further information on image requirements can be found in the Student Instruction Manual on page 3, “Image and Photo Credit.” Images are best transferred to us via a cloud service, preferably Dropbox.

Please be in touch with the Managing Editor prior to submission of any materials or if you have any questions:

Catherine Boland Erkkila
SAH Archipedia Managing Editor
cerkkila@sah.org